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The “Photographic Apparatus”

“the photographic apparatus” 1839





it was so simple!
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“the kodak” 1885

it got simpler
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but that was just the beginning





35mm spawned a whole ecosystem
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it’s all about the experience
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the web
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The site builders journey in the dynamic web
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Imagine  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From “1-click purchase” to “1-blink purchase”
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“disintermediation” 
!

(a big word for cutting  
out the middleman)



The web is disintermediating 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let’s talk about  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google is the  
big box of the web
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Brands want to own the experience2







wanted to CREATE a branded DIGITAL EXPERIENCE 







whole foods stats
382 Stores  

in 7 countries 

$12.9 billion  
in sales  (FY2013) 

84,000+ 
team members 

100 best  
Companies to Work For 

FORTUNE 500

Jason J. Buechel  
chief information officer 



drupal 8 is 
lighting the way 

forward
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core configure write deploythememodules
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how does   
this all  
add up?



with Drupal 8
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LADY GAGA
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branded …
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Boston Massachusetts

re-usable …

The Art Pop Ball
July 12, 2014
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contextual …
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no other system  
does this SO EFFORTLESSLY
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semantic markup is what makes 
all this happen



presentationcontent & curation



CLOSER TO A  
HEADLEss Drupal



EMBRACE THE  
Big PLAYERS 

1

drupal 8  
allows us to



FOCUS ON 
EXPERIENCES  

2

drupal 8  
allows us to



we can do this through more 

integrations







enable branded experiences



game 
changer

drupal 8 WILL BE a 



2,064

954

the number of core 
contributors has

doubled
since Drupal 7

(so far)



patches  
committed  
per day

up ov
er

 d755%



areyou one of them?



when  
can i use  
drupal 8?



ONLy 15
beta blockerS left!!!



beta: Start porting modules
• APIs stable 
• Still some time for feedback 
• Not ready for production

betaalpha  
releases

x
we are here!



rc1: Start building sites

RC1betaalpha  
releases

• When there are zero critical bugs
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for a 2014 launch  
we need TO INCREASE

…today
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